Budget Committee Denies Trinity Republicans
t

by Alan Lcvine

A controversial request by the
Trinity College Republicans occupied most of the time in last week's
Budget Committee meeting. Coming before the Committee for the
second time, Donald Thompson
and Scott Resmusen asked for
SI044 to buy thirty six kegs of beer
for a dance on January 21,
_ featuring the band, "Little
Village." Despite a drop of fourteen kegs since the weeks before,
the amount of money requested
rose by $44.

The group feels that thirty-six
kegs is necessary because they
have estimated that the average
person would drink twelve glasses
of beer, a notion which Seth Price
termed, "Outrageous!" According
to this plan, no money would be
returned to the Budget Committee,
an idea which confused Committee
members Jane Beddall and Karen
Ezekiel. They had the impression
from the previous week that the
Committee would get its money
back.
Advanced ticket sales, with
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tickets at $2 apiece, are expected to
pay for the band. $375 is due to the
band before their performance and
the same amount is due afterwards. Jeff Meltzer pointed out
that, considering the total cost of
the concert, which would come to
approximately $2000, MBOG had
put on successful dances for much
less money. When David Lee,
Director of Student Services, made
it clear that he could not approve
contracts unless there is money in
the bank to back them up, Seth
Price suggested that the Commit-

tee provide all $2000 needed to;irun
the event; in this case, all the
money taken in by the Republicans
would be returned to the Committee. However, this suggestion was
unanimously defeated.
Since students from many
Connecticut colleges will have the
opportunity to come, Alex
Moorrees suggested allocating
$750 (down from $1044) for beer
and have the Republicans get the
rest of the money from the other
colleges. Nevertheless, all the
money would be needed by Janu-
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Kennedy Killing
Reinvesligated
by Jon Zonderman
A Committee of the U.S. House
of Representatives was recently
established to reinvestigate the
assassination 13 years ago of
President John F. Kennedy.
The Committee has asked the
Congress for a budget of $6.5
million to conduct its investigation.
It will be chaired by Rep. Robert
Downing, (D.-Virginia,) and if the
budget is approved, will have a
staff of approximately 170 people.
There are two major reasons for
a congressional reinvestigation.
One is the findings of the Subcommittee on CIA activities,
chaired by Sen. Gary Hart
(D-Colorado) of the Church
Committee on U.S. Intelligence.
The other reason is citizen pressure, most notably by an organization called the Citizen's Commission of Inquiry (CCI).
Andy Liddell, a member of the
Connecticut chapter of CCI was
interviewed last Friday by Tripod
Managing Editor Jon Zonderman
and WRTC News Director Len
Bernstein.
In the interview, Mr. Liddell
discussed some of the discrepancies in the testimony of the
witnesses to the Dallas shooting, as
well as the behavior of the CIA,
FBI, and the Warren Commission,
which CCI believes is tantamount
to a coverup of the killing.
A quick review of some of the
- major discrepancies finds that:
Although nine people were
taken into custody after the shooting, only Lee Harvey Oswald was
held by Dallas Police.
The Warren Commission failed
to interview 95% of the witnesses
to the assassination, many of whom
would have testified that gunshots
came from a grassy knoll in front
and to the right of the president's
ear, rather than from behind, which
was the vantage point that Oswald
had.
The first draft of an autopsy
performed on Presidednt Kennedy
_ by doctors in Dallas, which showed
that the president had a small
puncture wound, an entrance
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the
question was put to a vote,
Thompson suggested putting the
request in perspective. He said that
in his three years with the Trinity
Republicans, they have hardly
spent any money, whereas other
groups such as the Young Democrats have spent much. When the
Committee voted, by secret ballot,
there were three "yes" votes,
three "no" votes and three
abstentions. According to Comeonl. on page 2

wound in his throat, an exit wound
in his back six inches below the
collar line, and a wound in the right
front temple, was burned. The
body was taken from Dallas by the
Secret Service, to an army hospital,
where the "official" autopsy was
performed. The "official report" (a
third draft) moved the head wdund
to the back of the head, moved the
back wound up six inches and made
it an entrance wound, and turned
what doctors in Dallas had termed
a "neat puncture" in the throat
into a gaping six inch exit wound.
According to Liddell, there, is
"abundant evidence that they (the
CIA and/or FBI) deliberately withheld evidence (from the Warren
Commission), deliberately altered
evidence, and deliberately misled
the public." These organizations
are therefore guilty of being
"accessories after the fact in the
murder of JFK."
Mr. Liddell also discussed Lee
Harvey Oswald's relationship with
the FBI and the CIA. In the early
60's, Oswald was involved in some
shady activities in New Orleans
involving handing out supposedly
pro-Castro leaflets, which had an
address where people interested in
the cause could get further information. The individuals at this
address were anti-Castro.
Even though it was determined
that at one point Oswald was in the
employ of the FBI, the Warren
Commission dismissed this as a
nasty rumor.
In the past few years, the CCI
has uncovered numerous discrepancies between the government's
evidence and the government's
conclusions. Their work has paid
off, and in a few months a parade of
witnesses will start appearing
before this committee.
The committee will also be
investigating the assassination of
" Dr. Martin Luther King. (Mr.
Liddell, however, is not involved
with the King case, and therefore
this article, as well as the interview, dealt little with the King
case.)
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A small crowd was on hand to see George Savran, a student of
Hasidic folk music, give a lecture and musical demonstration in Wean
Lounge last Thursday night. Mr. Savran's appearance was sponsored
by Trinity HHIel

Stringer Bond Set
At $15,000
a controlled drug. While in custody
by Mark Blumenthal and
he was identified by a Hartford
Jon Zonderman
resident as the man who allegedly
A probable cause hearing has
had burgled her apartment and
been scheduled for this afternoon
sexually assaulted her.
in Hartford's Court of Common
On September 28, Stringer
Pleas to determine whether Patrick
pled nolo contendre (no contest) to
L. Stringer, accused of attempted
the trespass and drug charges. At
criminal sexual assault in a De- the same time he was bound over to
cember 4 incident on the Trinity
Superior Court to face charges of
campus, will be bound over to burglary in the second degree and
Superior Court for further judicial criminal sexual assault in the third
proceedings.
degree.
Stringer is currently being held
The State's Attorney's Office
in lieu of $15,000 bond. Following reinstated the drug charge. On
Stringer's arraignment last Mon- October 26, Stringer pled not guilty
day, the State obtained from the to all three charges and requested a
victim an affidavit which was jury trial. A date has not yet been
presented to Judge William S. set for that trial.
Ewing Jr. of the Court of Common
Pleas at a hearing last Wednesday
to determine bond.
Stringer is being represented
by Attorney Anna Durbin, working
in conjunction with the University
of Connecticut Law School Clinic.
Durbin entered a plea of not guilty
on behalf of her client Wednesday.
Following Judge Ewing's ruling
which set bond at $15,000, Stringer
protested vehemently. Attempts by
Durbin to calm him failed. Stringer
scuffled with court officers who had
to remove him forcibly from the
courtroom.
Stringer was arrested on
August 31, 1976 on the Trinity
campus. He was charged with
criminal trespass and possession of

by Steve Titus
The serenity of the campus was
jarred last Monday by a barrage of
late-night obscene phone calls to
female students. The calls apparently were made between 2:00 and
5 00 a.m. by a male individual who
breathed heavily and spoke softly.
A high percentage of Trinity's
female population seems to have
H'ceived calls. One girl said, "I
don't know anyone who wasn't
willed." The entire population of
Uiu third floor tit .ionc.s Hull was
contacted, as was everyone on
Elton's second floor.
In most accounts, a man was
heard breathing heavily and talking
at the same time, usually saying,
"I want you," or "I love you," and
then expressing his desire to
engage in lewd sexual acts with the
victim. There is no way of knowing
whether this was the work of one or
several persons.
One girl said the man who
called her breathed heavily while
simultaneously talking in a low,
gruff voice. "He was trying to be
very sensual." she maintained, j
"but he was unsuccessful." She
also said he was "a really stupid
person" because he seemingly had
gone through the entire student
directory, duplicating many calls in
cases where several girls shared a
phone.
',
A girl who was called at 4:00 :
a.m. said it was "impossible to ;
describe" the tone of voice of the I
caller. She mentioned that the •
room was dark, and while she was r
"groping for the receiver to hang '
up," she heard various references :
to indecent sexual acts.
Another girl claimed the caller •
made a number of foul statements
in a "breathy voice," after which }
cont. on page 2
:

The second issue of the
Trinity Review
appears in this issue.
See pages 5-12.
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Slumbering Students
Stirred By Calls
continued from page 1
several additional remarks were
made which she "couldn't make
out."
In the more typical cases,
however, the victims either declined to answer the phone or hung
up when they realized the call was
an obscene one, Most victims
stated they were either very
scared, annoyed at having been
awakened, or in too much of a
semi-conscious state at that late
hour to have had any reaction at all.
Security director Alfred Gara-

folo said twelve students had
reported obscene calls. Several of
these told him they received a call
from an individual identifying
himself as a local graduate student
doing research work.
Garafolo suggested that persons receiving smutty calls should
avoid indulging in any lengthy
conversation, advising victims of
such calls to "hang up as soon as
you ascertain his intention." He
also recommended discouraging
callers by blowing a whistle toward
the mouthpiece.
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Holidays Near

You Can Go Home Again
(CPS) Students are heading into
the final 'stretch of this semester,
They are racing through libraries,
researching papers, copying notes
and studying for finals. All this
with one major thought in mindgetting out and on the road home to
old friends and decent meals.
For the less affluent, thorough
scourings of the ride boards on
campus will be the first priority.
Those with a car looking for extra
money to supplement gas and tolls
will be posting the notices wanting
extra riders. Few breaks can be
seen for students seeking other
modes of transportation.
-Taking a plane will only be
slightly cheaper if students take
advantage of the bicentennial fare
being offered by all airlines. This
involves a booking and ticket
pick-up fourteen days before departure. The only catch is that you
have to wait seven days before
returning to the original point.
Those with gambling blood can
try Eastern Airlines for what could
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turn out to be a.free trip. Eastern
bets that they can book you on any
flight due to the odds of cancellation. If the plane is filled, they
will put you on the next available
flight free of charge.
If you have time to spare and
can't stand the cramped quarters of
a bus, AMTRAK offers a bit more
comfort, room to move about and
bus cars.

For those burning the late night oil this week, the dining room at
Mather will stay open until 4:00 a.m. The tables are big enough to
spread out your boohs. The lighting is good! And you'can have all the
coffee, tea, milk, or lemonade you want for free.
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Internship Program Organized JL

s:

Art Lloyd of the • AMTRAK
office in San Francisco said that the
volume of passengers has begun to
pick up "dramatically" for the
holiday season, with students
making up a sufficient portion of
the traffic. Lloyd noted that the
East and West coasts were experiencing the heaviest
student
travellers. Riding the rails costs on
the average of six cents a mile, but
if someone lias a few weeks to shift
about the countryside, AMTRAK
offers its USA rail pass, a bargain
plan in which ticket prices are
geared to the number of days on
the train.
If you can't afford the plane,
there are still the buses, uncomfortable as they may be. They stop ate
more cities and towns than a train
or airline, and prices are comparable or less than regular train
fares.
Still, there are those with that
adventurous spirit who wish to pilot
their own way home. Cars will be
on the highways as early as
possible to beat the traffic jams
they never miss anyway. Students
who want to avoid this ride-board
scene can try a->local drive-.away
courier, or if they can prove who
they are, try for a rent-a-car. Rental
car agencies require a major credit
card as well as a decent bank
account.

Professor Clyde McKee, director of
the Legislative Internship Program.

The Trinity College Legislative
Internship Program is now almost
fully underway. Eleven students
have been selected to serve as
legislative interns down at the
State Capitol.
These students will be working
hand in hand with the legislators
that they individually select. This
matching process, where the students choose the legislators they
wish to work for, not the other way
around, is currently under operation and will conclude by this
Friday when we adjourn for
semester break. This group will
then return to school at the
beginning of next semester and
devote their full semester to the
program. Included in this program
will be reports in the Tripod as to
what is occurring at the Capitol and
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cont. on page I
miltee rules, a vote of this type is
considered a negative vote.
Moorrees pointed out, "They'll
probably draw a lot of people. Even
if they are the Republicans, it is a
dance!" Therefore, he suggested
cutting down the amount of beer
further, to $450-worth, and keep
the same conditions as his last
request. Any money taken

beyond the $750 to pay the band
would be returned to the Budget
Committee. On this last vote,
another secret ballot, the motion
passed with for affirmative
votes, three negative votes and two
abstentions. Despite this approval, if the needed $750 does not
come in before January 18 from the
other colleges, the band's contract
will not be approved.
Marc Pearlin and Bob Hilgcn-
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any other items that will be of
interest to the Trinity students and
faculty.
The_ group consists of James
. Abrams '78, Gail Adams IDP,
Diana Blatt '79, Gary Deane '78.
Donald Irish '78, Daniel Meyer '80,
Charles Perkins '78, Gary Sava- •
dove '79, Ann Thome.'78, Lisa
Weakly '78, and Bill Zimmerling
• '79. Also in the program are the
T.A.'s, Margaret Smith '77 and
Jeffrey Meltzer '77, as well as
Professor Clyde McKee, under
whose guidance the program operates.
This is an interesting program, 4
one which the* entire: campus,
should be aware of, as it operates
right in our own back yard. Watch
for more concerning the program^
next semester.
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Committee Rejects Concert Funds Request
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dorff, representing the World
Affairs Association, as'ked for
funds so Trinity delegates could attend two model United Nations
meetings. The first, where three
students will travel to Princeton i"
February at a price of S69, was
unanimously approved. The second
model United Nations will be held
during April in New York City's
Statler Hilton Hotel. Due to the
large expenditure required, $548
for six students, it was decided by
the Committee to put off any
decision until January. When-asked about the benefits of these <
events, Pearlin said they are
threefold: the delegates learn a
great deal about the countries they
represent and about how the *
United Nations operates, as well as
improving their skills as debaters
and speakers.
Lastly, Nick Smit, a representative from AIESEC requested $500
' to help pay for chartering a bus to ,
go to Denver for nine 'days during
the upcoming vacation. The
• AIESEC representatives will be
attending a national conference.
They requested the money because
fewer students than expected will
be going. When it was discovered
that only seven of the students
going will be from Trinity and the
rest will represent many other New
England Colleges, a number of the
Committee members voiced their
resentment that Trinity must pay
for the students from other colleg- es. However, when Smit pointed •
out that the Committee would get
its money back, they were relieved- •"
Nevertheless, nothing was decided
on this question. Instead, the
Budget Committee will have a brief
meeting this week to decide on
their course of action.
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Commentary
Horizons

Hunter Explains New Criticism

by Alan Lcvine and Henry Merens major complaint was that there was
On Tuesday, November 30, in no indigenous American literary
the last Horizons lecture of the Figure. Consequently, a sort of
semester, Professor Diunnc Hunter rebellion resulted, and the New
of the English Department dis- Criticism was born. Instead of a
cussed "What is English?" Pro- "received body of criticism"
fessor Hunter talked about the which defined old criticism, literachanges the study of English has ture began to be studied as
separate texts, as structures of
gone through in recent years.
language. The ideas of imagery,
Hunter said, "What's new in symbolism, literary themes and
literary study is the re-evaluation of structure came into play. Neverthe very process of study and an theless, the New Criticism had still
increasing self-conscience about not achieved total freedom. The
the methodological tools and reader remained enslaved to the
assumptions one uses to recreate a text because the text was still
text in the process of interpreta- sacred. The new close reading of
tion," Before 1945, she explained, literature was favored, but the
the naive historical theory (the study of the five periods remained.
great man theme) was the predom: Further, the reader's viewpoint
inant manner in which literature was not taken into account. The
was studied. Texts were not substructure of criticism became
studied as literature itself, but as the new close reading, but the five
comparisons to great works. This historical periods remained as the
theory involved "great works," super-structure.
such as Beowulf and those by
Hunter pointed out that the
Shakespeare and Chaucer, and
great literary critics like Coleridge study of literature is dependent on
on Shakespeare and F.R. Leavis on what the author projects and what
D.H. Lawrence. The continuity of the reader perceives in language.
this mode of study was such that The psychoanalytic approach,
the study of these great works was composed of three stages, is a
continuously passed on from pro- study of this relation. The first
stage, called the Oedipal stage, is
fessor to professor.
based
on the works of Sigmund
A definite contradiction can be
Freud.
This stage, which emphaperceived in this form of study. As
every critic was male or male-dom- sizes narrative, drama and plot
inated, white and English. The developments, focuses on the

power of literature in unconscious
childhood complexes. The second
stage, which was formed by Anna
Freud and Erik Erikson, is used by
Holland, a New Critic, who applied
egopsychology to literature. Holland studies imagery and structure
and relates them to texts. "In
effect, the literary work dreams a
dream for us, it embodies and
evokes in us a central fantasy by
devises that were they mind we
would call defense but being on a
page we call form." The texts are
transformations of the author's
core fantasy in manifest literary
meaning. Depth is transformed
into surface as in a dream, latent
wishes are transformed into manifest content. Literature was examined as a deeper structure than it
had previously been considered.
In the third stage, the reader
projects his fantasies. If the
defenses activated within the context of a work match the reader's
cognition, it will be accepted and
the reader will then delve more
deeply into the work. Hamlet
serves as a good example. Whatever way the reader accepts the
authority figure theme is how he
will accept the entire text. The
reader finds defenses to match his
own. There is a shift from simply
accepting ideas to examining the
writer as communicator and the

Letters
who are dying every day under this
repressive economic, social and
political system and there are still
some alive, aware and concerned
white students who are willing to
To the Editor:
.In response to Ms. Frederick's stand up and vocally protest also.
letter to the Tripod last week, I Also, rather than "reflect and
would like to question her "dis- comment" which is something-the
mayal" at the protest against Mr. administration is very good in
Jeremy Shearer which took place doing.
Ms. Frederick, it's too bad that
on November 18th.
At the onset of her letter Ms. the First Amendment was violated
"7 Frederick stated that' 'Mr. Shearer • on Nov. 18th, but a little south of
was defending an apartheid policy the border all 25 or 26 amendments
which is repressive and dehuman- have been violated for over two
izing." My question to you Ms. centuries. Free South Africa NOW!
Jeanne Wilson
Frederick if you realize that this is
true and knowing what this man is
about and what he represents, why
then did you go to the lecture? Was
it to satisfy or was it being truly
American to support "freedom of
speech?" The students who protested against Minister Shearer Dear Editor:
As an Alumnus of Trinity
~ and his regime took it upon them-- selves to him, his audience, College and former Chairman of
and other bystanders that they the Board of Fellows (official
were against this. Yes, apartheid is examiners of the college) I was
„ an emotional issue and it is about • deeply embarrassed by the actions
time that more Trinity students, of certain Trinity students, and
more faculty and the adminis- others, at a lecture sponsored by
tration would stop theorizing, the World Affairs Center, held at
rationalizing and rhetoricizing the the McCook Auditorium, Thursday
racist and oppressive actions that evening, November 18,1976.
The meeting was the third
take place in the system of
— apartheid. Action and protest must lecture in the series on South
be taken now and something must Africa; the first being, "Southern
be done. On November 18th we did Africa Today", by Mr. Melvin
something. If we violated Mr. McCaw, Director, Washington OfShearer's "freedom of speech" fice, African-American Institute,
that is good, for as you stated and the second, "Politics of
• further in your complaint,"...they Change," by H.E.Paul Bomani,
decided that since Mr. Shearer's Ambassador of Tanzania to the
government denied civil liberties to United States. At the third lecture
blacks in South Africa, they should our guest was the distinguished
deny civil liberties to Mr. Shearer Minister of the Republic of South
Africa, and his address was
in the United States." It couldn't "Change Through Accommodahave been said any better, Ms. tion". It was designed to present
Frederick.
the view of his government (Union
""
Finally you question our politi- of South Africa) in the current
r
cal strategy. A failure you say? South African controversy.
Quite contrary it showed me that
Demonstrations and protest are
under the ivory towers of Trinity
there are minds that are function- part of the American Way of Life,
ing and alive; black students are and are tolerable so long as they
unified in both mind, voice and are controlled, and kept from
spirit with our brothers and sisters interfering with the orderly conduct

Student Supports
Protestors

Alumnus Criticizes
Protestors ,

of meetings and the right of free
speech; so long as the protestors in
South Africa", outside of the
auditorium, they were within the
bounds and entitled to make their
point of view known to members of
the World Affairs Center and their
guests. However, when the protestors deliberately set out to
disrupt and break up the meeting
they overstepped the bounds of
decency and of law and order, and
their conduct was no longer
tolerable! The guest speaker was
not only, embarrassed but actually
harassed, and the ill-manners of
the involved students were unworthy of Trinity Men and Trinity
Women. Their disrespectful and
discourteous behavior was disgraceful to witness, and humiliating to an Alumnus, who takes pride
in calling Trinity College his Alma
Mater.
As a former member of the
'Board of Fellows, I have requested
the Administration to conduct an
official investigation of the incident
and that the guilty students, after a
proper hearing and due process has
been observed, be suspended, and
that any scholarship aid be revoked.
Had the meeting been successfully disrupted the good name
of Trinity College would have been
severely blemished, and the publicity would not have been confined
to our local media, but would have
been spread from Coast to Coast.
Today, Trinity needs the support of
its Alumni and does not need such
unfavorable publicity as occurred
at the World Affairs Meeting.
It may be too late to teach some
students good manners, but I hope
• that the Administration can minimize the number of such students
on our campus.
As a former business manager
of the Tripod (1930, 1931.) I am
grateful for your publication of this
letter to the Editor.
Charles E. Jacobson, Jr., M.D.
Class 1931
Member Board of Directors,
World Affairs Center

reader as perceiver.
In the final stage, the reader is
forming his own text. As Professor
Hunter said, literature is only a
group of words on paper until they
are given meaning by the reader.
The study of English is the study of
language. Aspects of the text form
a central theme as aspects of the
self in the reading form the identity
theme. The style seeks itself in a
. symbiosis between the reader and
the text. English is the living
principal of creative thought in
language, the study of the powfer of
words and the ability to articulate

identity in language. To illustrate
the stages of psychoanalysis, Professor Hunter closed her lecture
with the analysis of a poem by
Hilda Doolittle, who is seeking her
origins in language.
In conclusion, Professor Hunter
discussed Helene Cixous, who
writes about the self-seeking text
which is more real than flesh and
blood. Jn feeding from the sea of
language, you are then feeding it.
Instead of ideas being handed
down, it is the body of language
being handed down and identity
found within it.

Hanson Concludes
Symposium
by Jon Zonderman
The last public Mellon presentation of the semester was held on
Thursday evening, December 2, in
Wean Lounge. The speaker was
Dr. Earl Hanson, professor of
Biology at Wesleyan University,
and chairman of Wesleyan's College of Science in Society.
In his lecture, Dr. Hanson
attempted to show how myths, the
accumulated wisdom of a culture,
and paradigms; testable scientific
hypothesis, attempt to answer the
following questions.
The myth that explains the
questions what am I and where did
I come from is that of divine
creation, and divine separation
from lower animals. The scientific
explanation begins with Darwin's
statement about "laws acting
around us." and his theory of
"Natural selection."
Which is the better explanation,
the myth or the paradigm? This, is
not really a fair question. Each
suits different purposes. Although
diyine creation is not a testable
hypothesis, and therefore was
ruled out of science textbooks in
California recently, the myth
serves a very necessary function in
religion, as pointed out in the book
Judaism Without Supernaturailsm

by Rabbi Mordechai Kaplan.
It may be thought that the
understanding that man is the
product of millions of years of
evolution, would end feelings by
one race of being superior to
others. It did not. Dr. Hanson gave
some examples. The eugenics
movement, manmade selection, is
one. Possibly the most horrifying is
Naziism, the belief in a pure race.
Naziism was nothing more than
biological anti-semitism, using the
same arguments the myth had
used, and letting the paradigms
support that argument, Racism,
sexism, and immigration laws are
remnants of the same thing.
The question what am 1 presents much the same problem as
where did I come from. You are the
total of your genes. But how does
one pick out the good,genes and
good traits, and get rid of the bad?
Wouldn't it be dangerous to do so,
to attempt to create the perfect
human being? And who would do
the deciding of what the best traits
to look for were?
The questions raised by Dr.
Hanson's lecture are disturbing.
The lecture provided a provocative
question and answer period. It's a
shame that more poepie weren't
there to share it.
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Announcements
pet Policy
There has been a significant
rise in the number of pets on
campus this fall, indicating an
apparent confusion in interpreting
the regulation for maintaining pets
at Trinity College. The regulation,
p. 56 in the 1976-1977 Handbook,
states, "Students are not permitted
to have dogs, cats or other pets at
the College. This prohibition is
designed to protect the health,
safety and convenience of all
members of the community. Any
student who violates the ban on
pets will be subject to disciplinary
action. .Violaters rr)ay , also . be
removed from College housing,
since the housing contract specifies
that no animals are permitted."
This can only beconstr^ued to mean
that undergraduate students are
not allowed to have pets on the
Trinity College campus or in any of
its buildings. This applies to
students living in campus accomodations as well as those who reside
off campus but spend part of the
day at the College.
I am taking this opportunity to
strongly request that all pets

accompany you home for vacation
and be permitted to remain there
when you return in January.
Failure to abide by the College
regulation on pets can result in the
following disciplinary action:
1st Offense -$50.00fine.
2nd Offense - Dismissal from
housing contract.

500 Grand Bequest
Dr. Karl F. Brown, West
Hartford optometrist wh.o died at
age 97 June 21, 1976, has made an
unrestricted bequest of $500,000 to
Trinity College. Prior to his demise
Dr. , Brown, who; was not .an,:
alumnus of Trinity, had made other *
gifts to the College, including the
large pair of gates on Broad Street
hear, .the Field House which were
dedicated in 1973.
Dr. Brown was born in Syracuse
N.Y. and lived in the Hartford area
for 74 years. He opened his first
office in downtown Hartford in
1906 and maintained the business
for 45 years.
The bequest brings to $9.5
million the total contributions to
Trinity's current $12 million goal.

Classified
For Sale
South. American ponchos for sale.
Beautifully coilored. A good idea for a
Xrnas gift. Call 527-8623
'72 Fiat 128 A door, excellent shape,
Call Peter 23J-6728
Great Christmas presents. Handmade
ficuridorean scarves, very few left. Call
246-8184 or stop by Goodwin 34

Housing

Grants for 106 Summer Seminars for College Teachers have
been awarded by the National
Endowment for the Humanities to
institutions in 28 states. Dr. Ronald
S. Berman, Chairman of the
Humanities Endowment announced the grants, saying, "The
Summer ^ Seminars for College
Teachers program is now entering
its fifth consecutive year. This
program provides opportunities for
college faculty in undergraduate
and two-year college to work in
their areas of interest under the
direction of a distinguished scholar:
and to have available the resources
of a library suitable for advanced
study. The 1977 summer program
• will include-1,27-2!'college-teachers!
from all parts of the United States
and its territories. Participants will
be selected on the basis of national
The Security Office is attempt- competition to attend seminars of
ing to ascertain how many students their choice."
who have CB radios would be
interested in a program of reportThrough research, reflection,
ing incidents to a CB base on the
and discussion with seminar direccampus to help cut down the crime
tors and their colleagues, each of
rate. If there are enough interested
the twelve Summer Seminar
parties, an attempt will be made to
participants has an opportunity to
set up some procedures accordsharpen an understanding of his
ingly.
discipline and improve his ability to
Any interested persons should
convey this knowledge to college
contact the Security Office between
students. The college teachers
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through
selected to attend the Seminars
Friday.
participate fully in the work of the
seminar, complete seminar assignments, and pursue personal studies
Why pay a monthly phone of their own choosing.
service charge for when we are
away on vacation? Call your
Each Summer Seminar will
telephone business office and see receive a National Endowment for
about temporarily deactivating the Humanities grant averaging
your phone for only a portion of the $44,000 to provide a program of
monthly phone cost.
intensive seminar study and dis-

Susan Rovezzi-Carroll of West
Hartford has been named Program
Counselor of the Upward Bound
Program at Trinity College. As
Counselor she will be responsible
for counseling students with respect to career and college options.
Rovezzi-Carroll received a B.A.
and M.A. from the University of
Connecticut summa cum laude in
1973 and 1974 respectively, She
also attended Marymount College
in Tarrytown, N.Y. from 1969-1971,
Before coming to Trinity she
> was assistant director of financial
aid at Central' Connecticut State
College, At Central Connecticut
she was also a member of the
Student Affairs Steering Commit:
tee^
' '•.'•.'•'

C.B.Base

Save Money!

NEW OFFER 10% student discount
with College ID on all new books.
(Exceptions are N.Y. Times Best Sellers
already discounted at 30% , and text
books) SONYA WETSTONE BOOKS
and CHEESE, 529 Farmington Ave.,
Hartford, 232-3710. Mon. thru Sat, 10
am to 6 pm.
Need your thesis edited, typed and
proofread? I provide paper. Professional job done. Contact Joyce Raymond at

«2J)£93$ 71pe£pag£

/, .

:
Wanted: responsible female to share an
Asylum.Hil| apt. Own bedroorn,,clean
Round Trip to Denver at Christmas!
andejuiet. Call Janet /Carson, 527-3151 $100.60 per person. Call Nick; Smith at
;
ixv. 2p8,.;V'.- ' : v \ / : -/".•/"• /:,Vv \"/>• : 249-3829. Think Snow!
:;,-•
/Moving off 'Campus? Trinity Alumnus.;
: '7.1,.;,Q)cford Graduate, seeks.roommate
to share 5 room/apartment in, Jrlartford,
/50%;
renf is'.; $75:00 inc./heat, Call
;
'
T '"
' The Arts Cafe - a non-profit alternate'
gallery and vegetarian restaurant; After
Wesleyan.student interning at1 CPTY midnight music each night. 12-3 a.m. 72
next semester would like to live in Union Place, Hartford. 525-0424. .'
house or apartment with Trinity students off campus. Call Laurie 346-5334

College Teacher Summer Grants Announced

Upward Bound

cussion for twelve participants.
Over half of each grant will be used
to provide a stipend of $2,000 to
each seminar participant for a
tenure period of two months. A
travel allowance of up to $400 is
also provided (unless the participant is within commuting distance
of the institution at which he will be
studying).
Summer Seminars will be
offered in twenty-four disciplines
covering broad areas of humanities
studies including history, literature, language and linguistics,
political science, philosophy, and
the social sciences. Attached is a
brief description of each of the 106
seminars (listed alphabetically by
state' and" institution)"• to be held
during the summer of 1977.
The
Summer
Seminars
for College Teachers program
is directed by the National
Division of Fellowships. The
106 Summer Seminars announced
today were recommended at the
November 5 quarterly meeting of
the National Council on the Humanities in Washington,D.C.
The individual participants
selected for the SUMMER SEMINARS FOR COLLEGE TEACHERS
will be announced in April, 1977.
Further information concerning
the Summer Seminars
for
College Teachers
may be
obtained from: The Division of
Fellowships, National Endowment
for the Humanities, 806 15th
Street, NW, Mail Stoop 101,
Washington, D.C. 20506, Telephone: [202] 382-7114.
;

and a
Happy Mew Year

Eating Events

Personals

Apartment to share 6r sublet. |170 per
month w/heat, Call 525-7152;

Services
Needed: a man to pick up and deliver
vacuum cleaners evenings. Commission. Contact Frank, 24(5-4530.

M, A, L, T,: good spirits, fine wine,
bliss from a mistletoe kiss
Thanks!
Andy, Congrats on Harvard Law,..but
where are you going with your toilet kit?
With great interest, L, J, j , N& P.

DEADLINES: Classifieds must be submitted by Saturday noon for
publication the following Tuesday. RATES: Students only ist for the
first line, 104 each additional line. NO MAXIMUM. Business accounts
104 a word, $1.50 Minimum. PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH
AD,

CLASSIFIED COUPON
Please print your ad clearly

Your name:
Address:

Telephone:
Payment enclosed:
,
S«nd to TRIPOD, Box 1310, Trinity College, Hartford

ABC
PIZZA HOUSE
(ACROSS FROM TRINITY CAMPUS)
287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Sfaron, Prop.

• DELICIOUS PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
• ROAST BEEF GRINDERS
Phone 247-0234

-

CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PIZZA WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY SIZE - GET THE 5th ONE FREE
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After School 1962-1976
The newspaper said
You shot your guts out,
Blew out your body
Like a tire until nothing was left
Except a big hole,
And scraps.

Bits of your flesh
Stick in my mind/I remember
Your solid frown
In the yearbook/I look
For traces of your sadness—
Nothing.

Episode Of Few Adjectives
I inhale tobacco from Holland
with a man 1 read at the kiosk.
His body moves through figure eights,
legs and feet sink and are sunk in pavement,
arms wait to evolve into wings,
Our .dialogue fills with smoke.
Lines on his face to be spoken,
lines on his face are the outlines of animals
that live in night.
Breath pushes through a hole
and words drop like objects.

[
;

Ashes are his eyes building plots around our shoes.
We are loafers; we are penniless loafers,
treadingon trails that are fossils of us.
..,...- \

Who told you the next hour
Would be worse than the world?

I exhale a cliche.
My shoe rocks on the butt,
and his does not stir.

You thought
Cheryl Berkowitz

Your stillness
Would hush
Your tears.
Olivia Brown

Lois Ordway
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And if it didn't happen—
after the circus
if we didn't ride the unicorn home,
her white mane curling, like Van Gogh's stars,
her eyes seeing (she told me) only the moon,
through fields and oceans and then alleys at the end to my doorstep..,
She had a rose in her mouth with no thorns.
Not dazzled, we said, "beautiful," our eyes seeing everything.
But my heart beat no faster.
And we were on her back
white from the moonbeams
or circus dust.
Racing, we were racing
when the sun came up over the sea.
But there was no joy, so we didn't sing,
we foreigners in paradise.
That was yesterday
when I saw the sun appear from
behind grey mist like blank movie screens when the lights dim,
behind brown city bricks,
behind my window.
And I was glad when I found
popcorn in my hair but no rose. ,.
Jamie Petillo

anonymous

Kitchen at Night
The windows of this kitchen,
this heart of a house,
echo back all that the room is,
more than its cornered walls
and the flowering vines that climb the paper.
The light comes back lighter,
warmer, and yellow.
The energy of the room —
egg-yellow, and resting now,
like its basket of pot holders,
a grab-bag of used hands, to be used again —
rebounds and multiplies,
trapped by the reflections.
If i look oat, nose to glass,
I see the night:
the stars and the dark hills.
But standing back,
I see myself, doing dishes,
warm, in a yellow room with flowering paper vines.
Sukie Curtis
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THE WASTE CAN
(with all due respects to T.S. Eliot & Edgar Allan Poe)
I. INTERLUDE
Let us go then, you and 1,
While the clouds are snoring by
Like a patient fast asleep between the sheets upon the table,
Walking metronomic beats
Through the darkly crowded streets
Of the oyster-shell retreats where it says Libby's on the label.
For 1 have known them all, each in their line,
I have heard them keeping time, time, time,
In a sort of runic rhyme,
To the banging and the clanging of the waste cans in the streets.
Oh, do not let them find us.
Let us go and look behind us.
In the room the women come and go
Talking of Eliot and Poe.
The yellow fog that rubs its back upon the windowpanes,
The yellow smoke that lifts its muzzle to the windowpanes,
The yellow mist, the yellow blur that puts its paws up to the windowpanes,
That rubs its nose, its ears, its whiskers to the windowpanes,
The yellow haze that licks its fur, the yellow shape that presses
to the windowpanes on little cat feet
0 Lord
n. CHORUS
"My nerves are bad tonight. Stay with me. Stay."
She starts and tries to listen.
"Did you hear something? Say something. Speak.
You always used to speak. My nerves are bad tonight."
Tonight
"Yes, had. Nervous—dreadfully, dreadfully nervous I have been
And am; but why will you say that! am mad?"
that you are mad
"What is that noise?"
Which noise is that
"That noise! That tapping noise."
tap tap lap tap tap tap tap
As of someone gently rapping, rapping at my chamber door
But there is no noise
O\v we're stunnin' input- queue afore the Plaza
An' we're druamin1 'bouter mooner pinner sky
An' we're talkin' attcach other an' you're rhinkin' 'boutern other
An' Tmlookin' attergirl trcspassin' bye
tap Lap tap tap Lap tap tap
Ta ra
So anyways I'm talkin' at her no further than I am from you an' me, see, and
NEVERMORE
And so it's the most natural thing in the world, I said,
You can't really blame him, I mean we were none of us too sober at the time.
No it wasn't like that at all, she said, it wasn't at all.
Well Jesus H: Christ what's the big stink about it, I said.
Can't you just take it as it is and forget it.
Forget it? she said, Forget it? You aren't half pulling my leg.
Wei! has he called you since? I asked her, has he?
Noooo, she said. No.
NEVERMORE
Well there's your answer then, I said. It happens to the best of us.
You mustn't take this all too seriously, dearie, I said.
NEVERMORE
You just can't take this all too seriously.
No. No she said, no I guess I can't it's just that
NEVERMORE
NEVERMORE
G'night Sydney G'night Brisbane. G'night Alice. Ta ra. Goodnight.
Goodnight.
Goodnight my friends (and you are my friends), goodnight to each and every
one of you. Goodnight, goodnight. Goodnight already Eilie.

ffl. THE THIRD PART OF THE POEM
Archduke MacKenzie, Yale '68,
Wears a tine nose, nevertheless
I said to mix the finest drinks in town,
With martinis at twelve to one for $1.50. Hear you are, said he,
Hi what'II it be? Very good. You know, a friend of yours
Was in the place asking for you. Know her?

Oh, five-four, -five, dark hair, nice body
Though I couldn't see her legs from the bar.
A little tired around the eyes, but pretty.
Said she hadn't heard from you in a week or two
And wanted to know how you were and say hi.
No kidding? Uh huh. Really? That's right.
You said it. Though I'd guessed she didn't quite seem the type.
Oh, yessir, and you? Sorry to keep you waiting.
IV. REFRAIN
Let us go then, you and I,
Suspended from the cellar to the sky
Tracing footsteps on the half-deserted highway of the beach.
Are there things to learn? To teach?
Shall I dare to eat a peach?
Let our feet walk on the seashore with my pants too short to reach.
For I have seen them dancing on the shore,
I have heard them call Lenore
From that pallid bust of Pallas just above my chamber door.
Let me open wide that chamber door, and leap into the breach.
Oh, do not ask "What is it?"
I'll be finished in a minute.
All together, now—:
Eric P. Grevstad
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(Compagnie)
Come ta me, mae deares'
Stay wi' me, si' neares'

Let It Go

Seigneur am I, senorita art thay

(A song written to my brother
wherever he may be.)

Say dost luv" me, sec how I be;
Flail 'gainst winds, traeble ye're hairt iiae more..

They stiy that you are stranger
And are glad you're not their child
They pity what the world has done
And then just let it slide.
So when you wander by yourself
The talk just can't get through
You know where you're goin'
And what you've got to do.

...Si' wi' me man, hair hairt is gone away.
Fly t'her, see na' other
Say t'her, see na' other
Say ta her Inneed hair
Try na more than she see fair.
Francis Fallon

Let it go
Let it go
The wind's on fire
The tunnel's lighter
Let it go
When you see the late moon leavin'
And night is on the way
Let the wind blow back your hair
It don't matter what some say.
The times are full of hurtin'
And you know it might be too late
The rising bird is calling you
And you know you must escape.
Let it go
Let it go
The wind's on fire
The tunnel's lighter
Let it go
So when some elders talk out loud
And laugh at what you want
Remember they aint satisfied
And what they've got is bought.
It's a hungry mixed-up feelin'
When you wonder about fate
And all the people stare at you
As you walk out your gate.
Let us go
Let us go
We're on fire
Our tunnel's lighter
Let us go
It's a crazy f'lipped-out feelin'
When.you're walkin' down the road
And all the people wonder
Where on earth you're goin'.
And you look up at the blue sky
And you start to laugh out loud
All the people think you're crazy
But you know better now.
Let it go
Let it go
The wind's on fire
The tunnel's lighter
Let it go

David WJnans
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FLORENCE II

Heading to sleep
So your toes curl up, your hair is wet.
Rock me back and forth with your head shaking.
Eyes glow with the sickness of rocking water
as boats do on drinking seas.

You once loved me loudly Jesus,
with your wrists'wringing wet.
iU,i..
Look at the disappointed torture championsidiots in white teeth.
What do you see?
You, standing taller than I,
hanging so, hair gritty.

Row me across the waves please, walk across.
Move me outside, oh to move cold and shaking.

The Mercato Centrale:
jumbled freshness illumined with color
The smell of crustaceans,
ice-packed, irridescent marine mosaics,
the red smiles of the fishermen,
cry and barter, pennyweight bargains,
fruit like ripe children tanned...
basketsful of the luncheon we will take
totheBoboli.
Dusty confusion on the Ponte Vecchio,
We float in this crowded musical language,
crossing the Arno at shortest shadows' time.
Suspecting that to be lost is really
the only possible path,
we blindly mount the crooked streets,
retrace the noble footfalls
of this magic-palace place.
(I want to play at Dante and Beatrice,
, you want your salami e formaggio first).
Hand in hand, followed by a gray cat guide,
we discover this empty garden, boxwood-mazed, smelling of old books,
the smoking raked-leaf piles and still-green grass,
white statues playing hide and seek with
greenery and the dizzy clouds
we watch between the corners of our eyes reclining.
Bittersweet autumnal glory begs our age transfix and spirit wander forth.
We come upon the nephrite-surfaced pond,
startling the dancing pomegranate fish with flashing eyes;
lemons float like tiny buoys
dropped from strange potted tre.es
sprouting from the water.
'

A soft molten wind creeps up on foam skin.
In the rain of my dreams, he returns,
the prisoner of groath help£ turn this straw key, We soon approach nonsense
humming in the open doorway, •
blue canvas flaps in the marshmallow breeze.

A frozen nude in a magazine

r

The light comes from all directions at once,
turning the alleyways haloed,
enforcing silence like a gildedibaroque church.
;
Statues become angels
we become statues,
';
the earth song listens in the crook of your neck,
;l
cradling, reminding,
•
bringing us to twilight licking the Duomp
;>
in a trail of Swallows
•,
and the resonance of Giotto's campanile
like a blessing on our vision
come to rest.

**».;

,,
'h

Nina George

stares back at a man on his way from Crete,

Steven Elsacsser

Frank Hcda
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QUESTION
How can it be spring
out theie
when the air smells of toast
and French winter markets
in the sooty dawn...
Bunches of tanned leaves
still litter the birches
like skeleton's teeth
and the upwind is full
of smoke still
and the emptiness
of returning
darkbirds.
Nina George

Brent Harold

Pearl Diver
Breaking
Each of the Ibo bring kola-nuts
To break and be welcomed.
The gesture of life brought,
Broken and eaten.
2.
In your hand, my grip:
Our palms say welcome,
Our skin is trust.
We break apart, and are firm.
3.
We slept together, several desires
Still awake, though
Several slept.
At dawn,
The shadows broke
Open and naked, trusting
Of the horizon-light;
We lasted
Like a wave, one wave
Miles from shore
Tremendous, quiet
Content upon the earless ocean.
We would not hear, the breaking
Bodies were not ours, the foaming
Broken curls of sea still swelling
To the crest
And ebb of ocean sleep.

Who would care
if the deepest pearl diver'
were to go down
one morning before dawn;
down and then down;
before the children awoke;
bubbles rising
in a broken procession
And the sun reached its arms
onto the edge of the ocean
and pulled itself up over the side;
and the bubbles still rising.
The people in small boats
would watch for a time
like sitting gulls.
"He must have found his maya."
The buyers would shrug:
"There must be no more pearls down there."
They would return to their selling.
Finally the sun would climb
to high noon and beyond,
the only climbing thing left.
The world would stop for a moment .
and the ancient bell of the harbor
would sway forward and back
rocking in slow mourning.
Only the quiet, high voices
of the children on the shore
would reach out saying,
thank you, thank you,
thank you.
Betsy Tyson
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Bruce Polsky-^-Associate Editor
Bill Epes — Associate Editor
Stephan.EIsaesser T- Assistant Editor

Aaron Thomas
Amy Ro'se'hthall
EricGrevstad
Fran Kersch
Jim Shepherd
Joe Westerfield

Xise Halpern
Lynn Gray
Nat Brown
Paul Vincetizo
Phyllis St. George
Stephanie Vignone

TerriNorden

Jhe Review would also like to thank those
i.iembers of the Trinity community whose
submissions, advice and moral support have
kept us alive this semester. (Thanks fori
waiting.) The Trinity Review magazine will be |
hot, and off the presses by January 17, 1977.
For your pleasure.

Arts and Reviews
"Barry Lyndon*—an Historical Extravaganza
by Nina George

7

Stanley Kubrick's most recent
multi-million-dollar extravaganza,
.Barry Lyndon, is well worth the
expense. A fascinating study in
upper-class manners and mores of
that period known as the Enlightenment, this exquisitely beautiful
film authentically captures both the
natural glory of the British countryside, and the manmade grandeur and elegance of 18th century
aristocratic Europe. Billed as a
"rake's progress" (from a novel by
Thakeray), Barry Lyndon chronicles the social and economic rise
and fall of a member of the Irish
gentry intent upon pursuing the
career of a 'gentleman' in British
society.
Redmond Barry (Ryan O'Neal)
sets out to seek his fortune (and
evade the law) after an unhappy
youthful love affair has pushed him
into a duel with an English army
officer. Barry joins the Army
himself, in hopes of securing
'gentleman's status' through a
military commission. However, the
European wars prove too much for
Barry's tender constitution, and he
goes A.W.O.L.-only to wind up as
a conscript in the Prussian Army.
Later, his cunning, charm, and
subservience to authority enable

Barry to ingratiate himself with the
High Command, who decides to
employ him as a spy in the
household of a wealthy English
Chevalier. Barry defects and turns
double agent, eventually escaping
to Saxony with the Chevalier
(Patrick Magee). The two engage
in a decadent tour of the playgrounds of the European ruling
class, making a living by cheating
at gambling, and seducing wealthy
wives and courtesans.
Ever in.search of greater wealth
and social standing, Barry charms
his way into the company of a
beautiful and bored wife, provoking the timely death of her titled
husband. Barry marries Lady Lyndon (Marisa Berenson), and
acquires her prestigious name, her
fortune, and a resentful stepson.
The rest of the film narrates
Barry's life of heedless extravagance and personal tragedy
which leads him to eventual
bankruptcy, drunkenness, alienation from his family, and his fall
from social grace.
Barry Lyndon is many things. It
is first and foremost a seemingly
endless series of tableaux depicting
the opulence, refinement, and
beauty of 17th and 18th century
high culture. The film overflows
with an abundance of Baroque and

Classical music, parqueted and
paneled salons, gilt molding, tapestries, powdered wigs, beauty
spots, silks, brocades, candlelight,
decolletages, manicured gardens,
carriages, etc. Kubrick has created
his fantastic vision of wealth,
luxury, and artistic achievement
using a special type of photography
(lenses for shooting candlelight
especially made in Germany) and
subtle color film, whose effect
makes Barry Lyndon seem so much
more authentic than the average
18th-century-costgume-dramas
you've seen in the past. Pauline
Kael has called Barry Lyndon
"Three hours of art-history
slides", and indeed, there are
distinct echoes of scenes by
Watteau, Boucher, Chardin,
Fragonard, Hogarth, Constable,
Quentin de la Tour and Thomas
Gainsborough in this visually
delectable film.
The film evidences careful
research into not only material
items, but into 18th century
behavior and emotions, as well. It
is a compelling look into upper
class gentility and social relations.
This is no Tom Jones. Everyone is
calm, polite, and formal-seemingly under any circumstance: in
duels, in war, in love-making, in
jealous conflicts, social rebuffs,

robbery, treason, espionage,
arrests, illness, tragedy, and social
disgrace. But Kubrick also shows
us that, although money and good
breeding may have opened certain
social and aesthetic paths, these
failed to provide the ruling classes
with either true moral integrity or
personal happiness.
Despite Barry's rise to social
and financial prominence, his
exposure to education and gentility, and his access to power and
pleasure, the only thing that really
touches his life is love. In the
gorgeous, but empty reality of his
existence, only his love for his
cousin Nora, his mother's love for
him, and his relationship with his
son are sustaining, or pure and
meaningful. Barry has worked his
way to the top of his society, but
only through being dishonest,
hypocritical, dishonorable, and
materialistic. Yet somehow, we
sense these are only socially
imposed vices. Underneath his
conniving, Barry is kind, sensitive,
fair, loving, and down to earth. His
treatment of Nora, his mother, his
officer-friend killed in battle, the
Chevalier, and of his son demonstrates a touching sincerity, goodness and caring. It is Barry's
essentially incorruptible, goodnatured humanity that makes him a
true 'gentlemen'-not the trappin

and relations decreed by the class
to which he aspires.
Barry Lyndon is a kind of
combined fairy tale and morality
play whose message is something
on the order of "greed doesn't pay
and money can't buy happiness."
A certain social and class criticism
is implied but is ultimately
obstructed by the inoffensive brand
of romanticism that permeates the
work. A thorough-going social and
political analysis is practically
eclipsed by the dazzling visual
nature of the film, as Kubrick
demonstrates his decided aesthetic
bias in favor of 17th and 18th
century aristocratic culture,
fashion, and art, carefully preserving it all in his cinematic masterpiece.
It is the task of a critical
audience to see through the
pageantry and remember the
sources of and historical basis for
the kind of affluence and beauty
Kubrick depicts. Barry Lyndon is
certainly a testimony to Kubrick's
vast talent as a director. His skillful
handling of such divergent fiims as
this one, 2001, and A Clockwork
Orange shows an almost unparalleled grasp of photography, setting, scoring, and acting, to produce
the total atmospheric statements
found in all three of these equally
visionary films

R USH Pummels
Waterbury to Pulp

by Reynolds Onderdonk ,
Canada's rock blockbuster Rush
left the Palace Theater's audience
drained and limp after an hour's
performance of representative
material from their four studio
releases: Rush, Fly by Night,
Caress of STeel, and 2112. Alex
Lifeson on lead guitar, Geddy Lee
on bass and lead vocals, and Neil
Peart on drums and percussion
arrived in Waterbury December
8th ("I've never bben to this town
before" Geddy Lee admitted,
surveying the unkempt, whistling
crowd of rowdies before him) to
display an uncommon blend of
imaginative lyricism and pure
power. Virtuosity was the watchword of their performance throughout.

The band closelv followed the
formula of their live album, All
the World's a Stage, recorded last June in Toronto and
released in Octover. Starting off

with "Bastille Day" from Caress
of Steel, the necessarily truncated their usual song line-up to
include only "Lakeside Park",
"2112" (a science-fiction tale that
lasts twenty minutes), "Anthem",
"Fly by Night", and "Working
Man/Feeling My Way", the latter
being an extgensive drum solo by
Neil Peart taken almost beat by
beat from the live album.
However closely the performance followed the live album, 1
was unprepared and especially
pleased at the tightness of the
group and the incredible, wonderful light show that was the
highlight of the evening. Indeed, I
sat not in the Palace Theater, but
hovered over the planet Jupiter,
staring at a wondrous panorama of
light and color, observing closely
the interplay of the three bizarre
aliens who provided extraordinary
sounds that catapulted me to
dimensions in time and space never

before explored by man. That was
the light show.
I conclude from the concert that
RUSH is a group that satisfies the
coarse sensibiities as well as the
refined. The volume and power can
infest the human body and render
it prone to the ecstasies of pagan
ritual, but. at the same time
restraining technique of theme and
arrangement invades the mind and
demands an easy surrender.
(1 nominate Alex Lifeson for next
Guitar Hero of North America).

Films Explore 50's Trials
by Jon Zonderman
Hollywood on Trial
Documentary
Directed by David Halpern, Jr.
Produced by James C. Gutman
The Front
Directed and Produced by
Martin Ritt
Written by Walter Bernstein
Starring: Woody Allen,
Herschel Bernardi, Zero
Mostel

plum) b> Rick SJger

The National Theater Bus Company bringing their annual show
I including some past Trinity students] to Austin Arts Center last
Tuesday night.

plioto by Kick Sagtr

The Rock Mountain Band of Georgia brought first-class musical
entertainment to Mather Hail last Wednesday night.

These two films, each in their
own way, attack the issues brought
up by the Hollywood blacklist of the
1950's.
Hollywood on Trial is a documentary which focuses mainly on
the hearings before the House
Unamerican Activities Committee
in which the movie industry was
lambasted for allowing itself to be
infiltrated by Communists.
During these hearings, ten men
answered the Committee's questions by asserting their first
amendment rights, and maintaining that the committee had no right
to ask them about their political
philosophies because to do so
would be a violation of these rights.
The Committee found the men

in contempt of Congress, and after
a court battle, the men were
imprisoned. Thus began the
infamous blacklist. Hundreds of
people in all sections of the
entertainment industry were
suddenly told that they couldn't
work anymore.
A fictional account of what one
man did for a friend who was
blacklisted is shown in The Front.
Martin Ritt, the Director-Producer,
Walter Bernstein, the Writer, and
Actors Zero Mostel and Heschel
Bernardi were all blacklisted during the 50's. All except Bernardi
made an appearance in Hollywood
on Trial.
In The Front, Howard (Woody
Allen) is approached by a friend
with a problem. The television
companies have stopped accepting
his scripts. They give artistic
reasons, but he knows, as he tells
Howard, that its because "I'm a
Communist sympathizer." Howard
quips, "But you've always been
one." His Mend retorts that "it's
not so popular anymore," and
Howard's career as a front is
started.
In his roie as the front, Allen
pulls of a couple of very funny
scenes, most notably the one where
he must rewrite a part of a script.
But for the most part, Allen

performs his first moderately
straight role without lapsing into
his usual infantile behavior.
The finest performance of the :
movie by far is given by Zero :
Mostel in his role as Hecky Brown,
a comedian going through the :
torture of being let go by the ;
television studios. The networkx
censors want him to purge his soul
by giving them the names of the
people who were at a May Day rally ;
with him in the 30's. He claims a
bad memory, and after finding out;
that the censors know the names;
anyway, asks why he should have
to give them names they already!
know. "It's notthe names we want,;
we want to know whether you are|
really sorry."he is told.
;•
The newsree! footage of the;
HUAC hearings is great, but the;
best parts of Hollywood on Trial are
the interviews with the Hollywood
Ten, as well as with others who
played a large role in.the ..proceed*
ings.
'••
Otto Preminger, the man who
broke the blacklist by hiring Dalton
Trumbo to do: the screenplay of
Exodus, provides one of thfe
most interesting interviews. Pre^
mtnger's feeling was; If this
man wrote the film, this man's
name will be in the credits as the
eon*, on page 14;
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More Arts
The Trinity Dance Department presented a series of
Dance recitals last Monday,
December 6 in the Washington
Room. The first piece was a
series of Renaissance Dances,
performed by the Western.
Dance History class.
The second piece was a
series of Brahms waltzes,
whfch was directed by Shulamit Saltzman, Dance instructor.
The third and last set of
dances were performed by the
repertory class.
b,
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String Quartet Presents Chamber Music
by Nina George

This past weekend Trinity was
fortunate enough to host two very
lovely Chamber concerts in the
Chapel. Friday night the New
England String Quartet (in resi-

dence at the University of Conn.)
presented two Beethoven Quartets,
une from his earliest compositions
and one from his last. The Quartet
in G Major, Op. 18, ftl, was
rendered crisply and lightly, embodying the Classical spirit in
which the piece was written.
Dominated by the eloquent flourishes of the first violin, this piece
echoes Haydn and Mozart in a
polished and poised tribute to the
18th century.

etvpcs
Exquisite dining atmosphere
iunch, dinner, Sunday brunch,
after-theatre treats
open daily from 11:00 a.m.
The Magic Pan
V/estfarms Mall
361-3200
Master Charge, BankAmericardT
American Express, Diners Club

After a brief intermission, the
Quartet played the C Sharp minor
quartet Op. 131, which Beethoven
completed in 1826, less than a year
before his death. As the program
noted, this quartet is characterized
by "the loftv mysticism, inner
peacefulness, and restrained
melancholy" of the rebellious
giant's triumph over total deafness
and personal isolation. It is a
complex piece in seven movements, meant to be performed
without interruption. The musicians dutifully played straight
through, but to increasing disadvantage, as their instruments began to need tuning. They managed
to overcome the pitch problem
rather skillfully, but on the whole,
the piece lacked a certain dynamic
expression. Not enough of
Beethoven's later compositional
spirit was injected into this quartet,
which is distinctly Romantic as
compared to the Op. 18 piece.
Nevertheless, the ensemble
demonstrated nearly flawless technical mastery and a sensitive unity
among the players, The New
England String Quartet was truly a
joy to hear, and it was disappointing to see such a low student/
faculty turnout for this fine concert.

Saturday evening boasted the
premiere performance of a newly
formed organization devoted to the
performance of chamber music. I
Giovani Music!, composed of 19

(predominantly female) Hartfordarea young musicians, has performed in previous Trinity music
productions, but December 11
marked the group's solo debut. The
full ensemble offered a Baroque
program which included J.S.
Bach's Brandenburg Concerti #'s 1
and 5, his Double Violin Concerto
in D minor, and the familiar
Corelli Christmas Concerto in G.
minor.
This small orchestra put forth
an amazingly professional sound,
both in technique and expression.
They kept together, maintained an
excellent pace for both fast and
slow movements, and were careful
not to allow any one section to
overshadow others or the soloists.
Andrea Goodstein (flute) and
Mable Wong (violin) were accomplished and delightful in the' solos
of the Bach 5th Brandenburg.
Richard Cooper on harpsichord
delivered a terrific cadenza that
could easily be matched by any
recorded version in its superb

BELMONT
RECORD SHOP
Largest inventory in Connecticut
and only 5 blocks from Trinity!
10% DISCOUNT ON OUR REGULARLY
PRICED ALBUMS, INCLUDING IMPORTS
and excluding our sale and budget prices.
DISCOUNT FOR ALL TRINITY STUDENTS
PRESENTING LD, CARD

grasp of this extremely difficult
counterpoint.
The Corelli concerto was rendered with clarity and precision by
this group's string players and
continiio. Considering the ensemble has no conductor, they evidenced remarkable unity in timing and
entrances.
Mable Wong and Diane
Frederickson were the violin soloists for the Bach Double Concerto.
Both played extremely well, brushing over a few pitch problems and
occasional slippery bowing. The
orchestra sustained its staccato
accompaniment with fine timing
and suitable understatement in the
Vivace movement, extending
gracefully into the lyrical balancing
required of soloists and orchestra
by the Largo movement. The final
Allegro was played skillfully, its
spirited
dynamics
suitably
expressed in the tension between
the different 'voices.'
I Giovani Musici launched into

the final selection-Bach's First
Brandenburg Concerto--with
talented exuberance. Their full
wind and brass section made its
first appearance in this piece, with
Elisabeth Enagonio and Margaret
O'Meara handling the difficult
French Horn parts with particular
accomplishment. The Oboes' introduction to the Adagio was strong
and mellow, and their playing
consistently good throughout the
second movement. The entire
ensemble dealt with the Allegro
and Minuetto movements with
slightly less unity-but, again: 19
people without a conductor! The
woodwind trios in the last movement were rendered with the skill
of a professional group.
All in all, \ Giovani Musici

appears to be a promising and
talented chamber ensemble of
musicians who obviously worked
very hard to give us such a polished

performance. Again, the low audience turnout was disheartening.
Both the New England String
Quartet and I Giovani Musici

performed admirably well in the
face of the Chapel's problems with
insufficient lighting and poor
acoustics; both of these fine groups
should have been given access to a
better concert facility, such as the
Goodwin Theatre.
It is unfortunate that music like
this comes to campus only from
"outside," a,nd that all Trinity has
to offer is the kind of farce that was
erroneously billed as a Postlude,
last Friday, by someone who
mistook certain faculty-sponsored
shenanigans for a concert.

Review Cont.
cont, from page 13
writer. Trumbo himself provides
some fascinating and sometimes
amusing insight into the feelings of
the ten and also what it was like to
be blacklisted.
But by far the most powerful
scene in the entire movie was the
footage from the 1964 Oscar's
ceremony, when Millard Lampell, a
composer who. was blacklisted in
1950, went to'the podium to accept
his award. He made the perfunctory thank you's,1 and then, with
tears in his eyes, he said to a
hushed audience, "Not many of
you know this, but I was blacklisted
for ten years."

Correction
The Tripod regrets the
error in last week's issue.
Stairway to Heaven is not
offering a 25% discount. The
advertising staff regrets any
inconvenience to the store.
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PET CANDLE

Florida's Answer to the Pet Rock.
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More Sports
Ice Bants Record at 3-2

Junior Co-captain Tom Lenahan scores on the Bentley goalie as
freshman winger Bob Plumb looks on, in last Wednesday's game at the
Glastonbury rink. Trinity won the game 5-3 and their record now
Stands at 3-2 .

photo by Rick Sager

minutes into the period, Dodge let
loose a slapper from the point that
The ice Bantams ended the first skidded across the ice to the goal
portion of their season Wednesday mouth, where junior winger Dave
night with a 5-3 victory over Peters was waiting. Peters, whose
Bentley, bringing their record to stick was tied up by a Bentley
defenseman, got his skate on the
3-2.
In a rough, physical game, puck and deflected it in for the
Trinity dominated the scoring for goal.
And then the penalties thickenthe first two periods. Mediocre play
kept both teams scoreless well into ed as nine skaters were sent to the
the game, as neither club appeared cooler for tripping, slashing,
roughing and misconduct. The
to be in control of the puck.
Trinity got on the board at 14:23 tension almost erupted with five
when senior center Sandy Wcedon seconds left in the period when
caught a fast shipper from junior tempers flared in the Bentley end
defenseman Bill Dodge and piAfhe ofi'the rink. Two Bentley players
puck into the net. Weedon leads were sent to the penalty box as the
the Bantams in scoring with six large Trinity crowd howled in glee.
Junior Hank Finkenstadt got his
goals and four assists. Junior
co-captain Tom Lenahan added third goal of the season at 5:54 in
another just over a minute later to the third period on a powerplay,
put Trinity ahead 2-0 at the end of but Bentley came back with goals
at 6:40, 11:46, and 18:15 to make
the first perio'i.
Trinity appeared more in con- the game close. Bentley pulled
trol in the second period, with good their goalie in. the final minutes of
puck control and fast skating. Four play, but Finkenstadt closed the
by Brian Crockett

Start The Week
LAST : •

NATIONAL
BANK
A SOCIABLE
EATERY

p
LATE MIGHT SNACKS

752 MAIN STREET AT CENTRAL ROW
HARTFORD, CT DIAL: A/HOLD-UP.
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"Jack and Jill went down the hill
to say'hello'to Hy and Ul a t . . .

H&L PACKAGE STORE
Liquors Wines Beer
219 Zion Street, Hartford
247-9138
The closest package store to Trinity College!

SEASON'S
GREETINGS from
10% Discount with i.D. oily on pizzas
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114 New Britain

door with 30 seconds to play with a
backhanded shot that traveled
almost the length of the ice before
settling in Bentley's empty net.
Goalie Ted Judson played a fine
game in the net With 38 saves.
The previous Monday, the
icemen traveled to Mt, St. Charles
Rink at Bryant College for what
proved to be a tough match against
their Division II opponent. Trinity
came out on the bitter side of a 5-4
match that went into overtime
before it was finished.
Freshman winger Bob Plumb
got the scoring underway five
minutes into the game, and
Weedon made the score 2-0 seven
minutes later. Weedon followed
this with Trinity's third goal at 2:10
into the second period, but then the
Bryant express got rolling, scoring
four goals in six minutes,

Junior Center Brent Cawefti [30] tries a futile jump-shot as [24] Sr.
John Neikrash and [21] Sr. Co-capt. Dave Wcsclcouch box their men
out in hopes of the rebound, in last Friday night's semi-final Tourney
game against Wesleyan. The Cardinals won the game 67-57, to go into
the finals, sending the Bantams to the consolation round.
photo by Alain Lcvanho

Bryant was playing like a
Division I team for much of the
second period, Coach John
Dunham reportedly observed, and
the Bantams did well just to stay
en the ice with them.
A Tom Lenahan goal late in the
period tied the score, and a
scoreless third period sent the two
teams into sudden death. Bryant's
Dave Dolce ended the game six
minutes into overtime and sent the
disappointed Bantams to the locker
room.
Goalie Ted Walkowicz make an
unbelievable 53 saves in the game,
a phenomenal effort that kept
Trinity in the game throughout.
Leading scorers for Trinity on
the season are Weedon, Finkenstadt with four goals and five
assists, Lenahan with four goals
and four assists, and Plumb, with
four goals and two assists.
The season resumes Jan. 15
with a 2:30 p.m. faceofv against St.
Nick's, a collection of ex-Division I
Junior Artie Blake shoots for two from the comer in Saturday's
players, and continues on Jan.
18-20 as the Bantams travel south
consolation game against top-seeded Central Conn. State College.
for the Wesleyan Tourney. That's
Trinity won the game 103-93. Blake had a game-high total of 28 points,
thirty.
and was named to the all Tourney team.
phoio by Carl Gtiemere

GAMES, GAMES,
GAMES
See our selection of Avalon Hill and Bookshelf
games. GREAT Christmas ideas for the wliole
family
# Tensor Lamps for Mom & Dad
# Trinity t-shirts foryounger brothers
& sisters
0 Books for all

TRINITY
FOLLETT BOOKSTORE

Sports
Trinity Suffers Off-Week

Despite efforts such as this uncontested lay-up by Junior Artie
Blake, Trinity could not put it together as Wesleyan defeated the
Bantams in the first round of the Trinity-UHart Invitational Basketball
Tournament. UHart won the Tourney, followed by Wesleyan, Trinity,
and Central.
.
photo by Alain Levanho
Wednesday night, an always
tough Amherst College came down
The Trinity College Varsity to Hartford in hopes of avenging
Basketball team suffered a poor last year's 75-74 double overtime
week, falling to Brandeis 87-86, loss to Trinity here last year.
Trinity lead for the first sixteen
Amherst 75~62, Wesleyan 67-57,
but defeating Central Connecticut minutes of the game as Sr. Co-capt.
103-93. Trinity's overall record is Dave Weselcouch kept superstar
Jim Rehnquist in check throughout
now 2-3.
It all started Monday night the first half. Blake, Weselcouch
when the Bants unbelievable sec- and Jr. Brent Cawelti had seemed
ond half rally fell short by a point to have found the range when all of
and the Judges of Brandeis squeek- a: sudden the Bantams ran into one
,ed out a lucky 87-86 victory at the of those, periods. where nothing
Ferris Athletic Center. This game would go right. Gary Collins scored
actually saw two different games seven of his eleven first half points
in the last three minutes of the half
rolled into one.
to
propel the Lord Jeffs to a slim
The first half was all Brandeis
as they raced to a 20-6 lead in only 34-32 lead at the half.
The final period did the homethe first six minutes of the game.
The rest of the first half went along team in as they just simply ran out
this pattern and the Judges went of gas. Rehnquist got hot and
into half-time with a comfortable 18 Amherst ran up leads as big as 15
point lead. 52-34. The only thing points late in the game and stifled
left in doubt was whether Brandeis any chances Trinity had to get back
would go over the 100 point mark.
in the game. As it ended up,
At the outset of the second half, Amherst went home the winner
Brent Cawelti popped in three 75-62.
" W e got tired in the second
quick hoops and Jr. Artie Blake and
Sr. Co. Capt. Pete Switchenko each half," offered Robie Shults after
threw in two as Trinity cut the loss. "It took alot out of our
Brandeis's lead to eight, 56-48 with guys to lose to Brandeis. We just
sixteen minutes left in the game. ran out of gas."
Trinity had four men in double
The Hilltoppers tried to get closer
but the Judges kept the Bants at figures. Blake and Weselcouch
bay. Finally, Trinity loaded their were the high men with 14 aniece
guns and gave Brandeis everything while Cawelti and Jr. Steve Kraskthey had. Blake hit both ends of a er threw in 12 and 11 points respecone and one to tie the game at 82 tively. Cawelti had 10 rebounds
all with 2:47 to play. Blake then and Switchenko added nine for the
threw in a long one to give the losers.
Bantams their first lead of the
Friday night and Saturday night
night, 84-82 with 1:50 to play in the was the Seventh Annual Trinitygame. Joe Carter connected both Univ. of Hartford Invitational Touron a two shot foul to tie the nament. In the first game Friday
ballgame with 1:34 remaining. night, Hartford defeated p r e Trinity had the ball and set up their tourney favorite Central Connectfour corners offense to get the icut 79-78.
possible game winner on a last
You could tell that the second
shot. Jr. "Bake" McBride rolled game was going to be one of.those
through the key and had the ball games that doesn't hold your
stripped from him by Bob Birrell interest when it took three minutes
who immediately called time out for somebody to score. Both teams
with :43 to go. Brandeis in-bounwere very sloppy about handling
ded the ball and ran their version of
the ball and shooting it also.
a stall offense keeping the ball near
Trinity seemed very lackluster in
midcourt. With ten seconds to play,
Birrell got the ball underneath to moving the ball up and down the
John Martin who wheeled around court. Despite all the problems
and hit the lay-up and got fouled in Trinity seemed to have, they led at
• the process also. He hit the free the half 27-23.
Things didn't get better in the
throw and lifted the Judges to a
- -three point 87-84 lead with only six second half as the two teams
seconds left on the clock. Blake showed very little offensively.
made an uncontested lay-up to Wesleyan ripped off ten straight
close the gap to one as the last few points to take the lead 54-44 with
3:40 left, and win the game, 67-57.
seconds ticked off the clock.
The Bantams shot a miserable
' 'It was the best twenty minutes 26-60 from the floor (43%) and was
we've played this year. It's too bad 7-13 from the charity stripe (53%),
Blake poured in 23 points and
for our guys to come so close and
lose by one point," added Trinity Cawelti had 8 for the (1-3)
Head Coach Robie Shults after the Bantams. Switchenko pulled down
11 caroms while Cawelti and Sr.
contest.
byJeffMcPhee

John Niekrash added 10 and 7
respectively.
Saturday night everything came
together for Trinity in front of the
television cameras from CPTV. The
Bantams manhandled the Central
Connecticut Blue Devils 103-93 to
grab third place in the tournament.
The game turned out to be an
offensive battle with both teams
showing a lot of offense and very
little defense. Trinity jumped
ahead 26-19 at the ten minute mark
and lead all the way until half-time.
Central had cut the Bantam lead to
two at 42-40 with a minute and a
half to go then John Niekrash hit
both ends of a one and one to give
Trinity a four point 44-40 lead at
the half.
Trinity showed great balance in
scoring with 7 men contributing to
the first-half scoring. Weselcouch
lead all Bantam scorers at the half
with 9 points, Niekrash and Cawelti
each had 7, Switchenko and Jr.
Paul McBride contributed 6 apiece,
Jr., Larry Wells added 5, and Blake
had 4.
The second half belonged to
Blake and Trinity. Blake went 10

*

and 11 from the floor and kept Trinity just out of the Blue Devil's reach
Central made one gallant attempt
to catch the high flying Bantams.
With the score 81-72 Trinity,
Central outscored the Bants 9-2 to
close the gap to 83-81 with 3:42 to
play.
Central had possession of the
ball and forward Jim Cassell drove
the land only to pick up an
offensive foul. On Trinity's possession, Blake drove through and
crashed into Cassell. It had seemed
that Blake would get the foul, but
the official saw it the other way.
Cassell protested the call and
picked up a technical foul. Blake
stepped up to the line and made the
technical, both of his free throws
for the foul and made a basket a
few seconds later to put Trinity up
for good 88-81 with 2:59 left.
Blake lead all Trinity scorers
with 28 points followed by Cawelti
with 18, Wells with 13, Switchenko
with 12, And Niekrash and Weselcouch each added 11, for a total of
six men in double figures. Cawelti
had a game high of 15 rebouads
and McBride had a dozen assists.
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The Bantams resume their
season on Saturday, Jan. 22 at 8:00
p.m. with a home game against
Coast Guard.

Blake named to
All-Tourney team
Junior F-G Artie Blake was
named to the all-Tourney team for
his efforts against Wesleyan and
Central Connecticut State College
in the Trinity-UHart Invitational
Tournament, held this past Friday
and Saturday in the Ferris Athletic
Center Gymnasium. He was gamehigh in points for both games with
28 points against Central and with
23 points against Wesleyan, sharing the honor with " Wesleyan's
Steve Malinowski, who was also
named to the all-Tourney team. He
shot an amazing 69% from the floor
against Wesleyan and an astounding 71% from the floor against
Central. Others named to the allTourney team were Charbenneau
from Central, Kreisberg from
Wesleyan, and Da Silva from
UHart., who was also named MVP
for the Tournament.

M

Junior Guard Larry Wells connects on a free-throw to score the final point of the game as Trinity
rolled over pre-Tourney favorite Central Conn. STate College 103-93, capturing third place in the
tournament, held this past Friday and Saturday in the Ferris Athletic Center Gymnasium.
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